ABSTRACT This paper designs a robust discriminative tracking method based on correlation filter and key point matching, the highlight of which is the ability to adapt appearance changes. Toward the complicated and changeable real-world scene, a multi-channel of optimal selection correlation filter (MOSCF) is proposed, and it can model the holistic appearances by learning short-term dynamic features. Meantime, a key point feature set is maintained for representing the long-term stable appearances. In order to combine the similarity evaluation scores of two appearance features, a confidence fusion framework is established to obtain the final output confidence map. Particularly, partially occluded object is located by a kind of local key point voting mechanism. To alleviate error accumulation caused by inappropriate learning, an adaptive learning ratio is set to independently update the filter template corresponding to each channel of MOSCF. The results of the qualitative and quantitative experiments on the OTB-100 benchmark suggest that the proposed tracker outperforms several state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Object tracking is an important topic in computer vision research, it is widely used in motion analysis, behavior identification, video surveillance and human-computer interaction, etc. In recent years, the object tracking technology has made great progress [1] - [9] . But it still faces a series of challenging factors, such as scale change, pose change, illumination variation, and occlusion and so on, which often lead to tracking drift and even failure. Object tracking methods can usually be divided into two major categories: the generative method and the discriminative method. The latter is a research hotspot at present. It poses the tracking problem as a binary classification task by employing machine learning (e.g. SVM) , that is, the object and background region in the field of view are separated by the classifier. The sample with the highest score (or confidence) represents the best candidate object in the current frame. Because the background information is used in the discriminative method, its performance is generally better than the generative method. However, a large number of samples need to be collected in the discriminative method for training and updating the classifier, and complex features or iterative algorithms are also used to improve the discriminative ability of classifier, these can usually introduce considerable computational consumption, which affects the running speed of the algorithm.
Recently, correlation filter based tracking approaches have attracted great attention due to its high efficiency and excellent performance. Bolme et al. [10] propose a tracking method of learning a Minimum Output Sum of Squared Error filter (MOSSE) in the grey image, it has strong adaptability to the appearance change of the object. Henriques et al. [11] use regularized least square method to train the correlation filters in kernel space, and design the tracker of circulant structure with kernels. By adding regular term into the optimization function of correlation filter, and learning an adaptive correlation filter by mapping multi-channel HOG features into a Gaussian kernel space, Danelljan et al. [12] propose a tracking algorithm that can accurately estimate the scale change of object. Henriques et al. [13] extend the CSK method [11] , and propose the Kernel Correlation Filtering (KCF) algorithm, which can greatly improve the tracking speed. The above tracking methods have focused on predicting the position and evaluating the scale change of object. But the validity and reliability of trackers in the operation process are not be discussed, in fact, this is an important part for tracking algorithms, however it is usually ignored. Due to learning ways of the object model and correlation filter in many trackers are native, the training samples are not screened effectively, thus in the complex scene or the object appearance changes violently, this usually degrades tracking performance, even lead to tracking failure. To solve this problem, Zhang et al. [8] propose a tracking method based on entropy minimization, it can evaluate the validity of the output of SVM classifier by introducing multi-experts mechanism. This algorithm can effectively detect the failure of base tracker, and then the base tracker is reset with the snapshots of object in the historical frame, thus the correct tracking is recovered.
Motivated by the aforementioned tracking methods and strategies, this paper presents an efficient tracking to adapt dynamic appearance of the object. The main contributions of this work are as follows. First, a simple and effective multichannel of optimal selection correlation filter is designed to obtain the robust output results. Second, short-time variable global appearance and long-term stable local appearance are combined to describe the surface characteristics of object, and the lost object can be recaptured through the key point matching. The corrupted global appearance model is repaired at the same time, the correct tracking is also restored by resetting base tracker. Third, a geometric state estimation method based on structured consistency constraint is proposed to compute the scale factor and rotation angle of the object. Furthermore, a heuristic update manner with dynamic learning parameter is also proposed to make tracker keep right learning pace. If trained and updated properly, the tracker could perform better.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces our tracking algorithm in some detail. Section III presents the experiment results of qualitative and quantitative evaluation as well as its analysis. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section IV.
II. TRACKING ALGORITHM A. PRELIMINARIES
Correlation filter based tracking approach is employed as base tracker of our tracking method due to its high efficiency and excellent performance. Assuming that x represents the rectangular region that includes the object, and its size is m × n. A typical tracker based on Discrimitive Correlation Filter (DCF) can build the appearance model of the object by using ridge regression parameter w trained on image patch x. All the circular shifts of x are generated as training samples with Gaussian function label g. Here w = m,n α(m, n)ψ(x), ψ(x) is nonlinear mapping function. w is achieved by optimizing the following error function.
Where λ controls the impact of the regularization term. Using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), the solution to (1) is deduced in frequency domain. The coefficient α is determined by Eq. (2).
Where F represents the Discrete Fourier Transform. Assuming that the candidate rectangular region of the next frame is z, and its size is also m × n. The correlation score y of z is computed by using the Eq. (3).
Where F −1 represents the inverse Discrete Fourier Transform.
represents dot product operation. The candidate center location of the object can be obtained by calculating the global maximum value of y.
In practical tracking applications, only the gray information of the image cannot provide sufficient discriminative features. In order to obtain more stable tracking effects, PCA-HOG feature [14] is used as the input signal of the correlation filter. This feature preserves the geometric structure information of the object, and it is multi-channel feature. Thus the filter needs to learn more abundant multi-channel features. Assuming that the feature maps of d dimension can be obtained by PCA-HOG feature extraction on an image, that is, d feature channels. Thus the rectangular region x can also get d channel feature maps. HOG feature in different channel can independently describe the feature information of the object image, accordingly it also can independently solve the parameters of correlation filter on each channel. Because of this relative independence, the learning of different filters does not interact with each other. The correlation between the object and the sample is dispersed into a number of feature channels, then each feature channel reflects the projection result of object in this feature subspace.
B. MULTI-CHANNEL OF OPTIMAL SELECTION CORRELATION FILTER
In order to study the ability of each feature channel to express the object appearance, we can observe it through specific experiments firstly. Fig. 1 gives the visual results of output responses of correlation filters in different channels (corresponding to the 14-th frame in Basketball sequence of OTB-100 [15] ). The upper left corner of Fig. 1 corresponds to the feature channel of gray image, the remaining nine sub-images correspond to nine gradient direction channels of contrast insensitivity in PCA-HOG feature respectively. Considering the poor visual tracking conditions, the object appearance may be affected by its state change (e.g. deformation, rotation, etc.) or the background interference (e.g. illumination variation, occlusion, etc.). The output responses of correlation filters in different feature channels are different, and there is a big or small gap between maximum value of output response and the ideal Gauss peak. It also reflects that there is a certain degree of inconsistency between the appearance observed in current frame and the real appearance of the object. Robust tracking algorithms need to accommodate this difference as much as possible. The research on PCA-HOG feature shows that different expression performances are obtained by using the bin partition way with different directions for different kinds of objects [14] . Similarly, in the tracking process, the descriptive ability of the bin with different directions (i.e. different feature channels) is also different due to the appearance change of the object. Correlation filter in each channel measures the correlation between the object and the sample in corresponding gradient direction subspace. The feature subspaces that are dynamically selected with relatively good expression ability are used as the basis of correlation evaluation. The feature channels that can seriously interfere with the correlation measure are abandoned. Thus the filtering result that is closer to the ideal Gauss output is obtained. The prediction location of the object is determined only by the maximum peak position of the output response for the correlation filtering based tracking method. The exact location of the object is unique, the prediction positions of all the channels are discrete point set within the neighborhood of the correct location. The output responses of all the feature channels are directly superimposed in the DSST [12] , this paper is different from the DSST, our method uses the DBSCAN algorithm [16] based on density to perform clustering on the prediction positions of all the channels, and then single cluster center is obtained, as shown in Fig. 2 . The maximum peak value and the corresponding coordinate position can be obtained for output response of each channel. Because the output response with the highest peak is most likely to predict the exact location of the object, this prediction location can be selected as initial seed point A of the cluster. Assuming that the density range is a circle, its radius is r eps . The minimum point number in the density range that can make the center points become the core points is p min . First, the algorithm begins to search in the neighborhood of A (A is the center, r eps is the radius). If the point number obtained is not less than p min , then these points can form a cluster. If A is labeled as the core point, and the other points in the neighborhood are labeled as edge points, ''from the core point to edge points'' is called direct density-reachable. Then every edge point is selected in turn to repeat the above steps, and all the data points that are connected to the point A are found. If the point number in the neighborhood of edge point is not less than p min either, the corresponding edge point is modified as core point, such as point B, D, E, and F. Otherwise, this point is still edge point, such as point C and G. The above process is repeated until all the edge points are processed. If there are still data points that are not processed, these points is used as the seed points to restart the clustering. When all the points are traversed, if some points are neither center point nor edge point, that is, they do not belong to any cluster, then these points are labeled as noise point, such as point H and I. Finally, largest cluster D max with the most points in the clustering results is selected as the channel set of credible output response of optimal selection. DBSCAN clustering algorithm can find the maximum set of density connection objects by only using two parameters, its core is to filter the data points in the low density region and find the dense sample point set. Its advantage is that the number of clusters is not specified manually, the clusters with the arbitrary shapes can be found in the point set that includes the noise, and the computation is little. The main purpose of implementing the above clustering process is to find the noise points and remove them based on prior knowledge of true object location being unique, i.e. the feature channels corresponding to the noise points are not used to evaluate the correlation between the object and the sample. However, the above clustering center cannot be used as the final prediction position of the object directly. Because DBSCAN is a spatial location clustering method based on Euclidean distance, the amplitude of the response output of filter should also be a key parameter. Similar to Boosting method, each credible feature channel evaluates weak ''correlation'' of a feature subspace respectively. A correlation filter with strong ''correlation'' evaluation ability is obtained by the superposition, which can improve the precision of position prediction.
Based on the above analysis, this paper proposes a Multichannel of Optimal Selection Correlation Filter (MOSCF), which can perform the kernel correlation measurement for the feature subspace of each channel respectively.
Where c represents the feature channel of optimal selection, c ∈ {1, 2, . . . , C}. Based on the theory of the ridge regression in KCF, and combine with linear property of Fourier transform, we can obtain the frequency domain of output response of MOSCF, as shown in the Eq. (5).
Where N = C c=1 α c represents the normalized factor, α c ∈ {0, 1} represents the optimization factor of filter selection, and its value depends on the results of DBSCAN clustering, as shown in the Eq. (6).
Here DSST [12] (it is the representative of DCF in this paper) is used to perform the actual evaluation. Note that only the correlation filter is tested, and other modules and methods in conventional tracking framework are not used, such as training data in historical frames is not accumulated for the filters, etc. Some test sequences are selected from the OTB-100 [15] , we can obtain the Center Location Error (CLE) of different filters on every frame according to ground-truth and the output of filter. Table 1 shows the average CLE of the DCF and MOSCF in part test sequences of the OTB-100. The video sequences selected are generally collected from the complex scene, and they contain many different types of interference factors, which can fully reflect the effect of the filter optimization. The results of Table 1 show that the MOSCF can achieve better localization accuracy on most test sequences. Due to severe deformation in the Diving sequence, MOSCF cannot improve the tracking effect significantly either. Thus it is necessary to consider the use of more effective feature information and more sophisticated strategies to improve the tracking performance.
The left subgraph in Fig. 3 gives final response result of DCF in the 14-th frame of Basketball sequence, this result is the simple superposition of multi-channel filtering outputs. Because the feature channels with poor performance may seriously affect the correlation evaluation of other good channels, it eventually results in the tracking drift. The right subgraph in Fig. 3 is the filter output result based on the clustering and MOSCF method, which can give more accurate prediction position.
C. GLOBAL AND LOCAL APPEARANCE MODEL
Visual tracking methods need to explore the effective appearance features. The comparison experiment results on the different modules of the tracker show that the feature extraction is a key factor that can decide the tracker performance [17] . VOLUME 5, 2017 The appearance model with good discrimination ability can significantly improve the robustness of the tracker. A typical way to enhance the description ability of appearance is to extract the multi-channel features, such as using gradient direction to divide the channels [12] , using color channels [18] or extracting the information in different frequency ranges [9] , etc. The object appearance is relatively stable in a period of time. However, the state transition of moving object is generally difficult to predict. Various uncertainties (such as deformation or occlusion etc.) can make the object appearance be in the dynamic change state. In order to balance the short-term dynamic and long-term stability, the global features and the local features can be used to build the appearance model of object respectively.
In this paper, PCA-HOG [14] feature and the corresponding gray image are used to build the global appearance model of the object. A two-dimensional dense mesh T ⊂ Z 2 is defined in candidate rectangle image region z (Assuming that its size is w × h), which is divided into several cells with s×s. The global appearance model of the object is established by feature mapping φ : T → R w/s × h/s ×C , as shown in Eq. (7).
Where c i,j is the feature vector corresponding to C channels in each cell, φ z is a 3D matrix, which is comprised of c i,j according to coordinate position. The upper half of Fig. 4 shows the global appearance modeling process. The area covered by the blue grid not only includes the object region (within the red box), but also the padding region around the object. The blue grid area contains the spatial context information of the object. PCA-HOG feature accomplishes the space aggregation of the pixels by the cell, which can make the feature have the small deformation invariance. Meanwhile, the size of feature mapping becomes small, and the computation is also reduced. By adjusting the size of s, it can realize the control over the exquisite degree of the image gradient description. Typically, when s = 4, it can well balance feature accuracy and computational cost. For deformable non-rigid objects, the shape and profile of the object are usually unstable. The global appearance model is usually more sensitive to geometric structure change of the object. In order to avoid adverse effects of the local region change on the overall object appearance, some researchers use the block way to build the appearance model [6] , which can achieve good effect on the occlusion handling. However, the location between the block and block in the block template is fixed, so it cannot adapt to the distortion of the nonrigid object. The key point is a local feature descriptor that is widely used, it is very suitable for the description on the dynamic appearance. Its core idea is that the visual saliency region of the object is obtained by using corner detection algorithm. Each local area that is relatively independent is described by using a key point. Then the similarity measure between the object and the sample can be completed through the matching of some key points. In the process of actual tracking, the known object information only in the initial frame is absolutely believable, thus basic appearance model of object can be established according to information in the initial frame. ORB [19] has the many significant advantages, such as, fast computation, insensitive to noise and rotation invariance. All the key points are detected in the initial frame by using the ORB descriptor, and the corresponding feature vectors are calculated. Thus the feature library of initial key point set is obtained.
Where p 1 i ∈ R 2 is the initial coordinate of the i-th key point in the first frame, it can be used as the unique index of each key point. This is convenient for the marking in the matching process of key points. v 1 i is the corresponding feature vector, N is the total number of key points. According to the center location of the known object and bounding box range, all the key points are divided into the following two categories.
Here M f is the subset of foreground key points (red circles in Fig. 4 ). It records all the key points in the object region and their initial coordinate information, which are used to evaluate the movement and state change of the object in the subsequent frames. M b is the subset of background key points (blue circles in Fig. 4 ). It cannot be used directly to search the object, but they help to detect the occlusion and reduce false matching.
D. CONFIDENCE FUSION OF TWO APPEARANCE MODELS
This paper adopts tracking-by-detection framework to design the object tracking method with online learning ability. The motion state is estimated based on the fusion of the global appearance model and the local appearance model. This can form complementary advantages in complex tracking scenes, and make the algorithm adapt the dynamic change of the object appearance.
In order to combine the above two models under a framework, this paper proposes a method based on confidence fusion to estimate the object location. The best candidate position l t in the t-th frame can be obtained by maximizing 
Where S t represents the sample set, ϕ(x t , b) represents the feature description of the sample, f is the confidence score function, which consists of the global appearance score f g and the local appearance score f p , as shown in Fig. 5 . The final confidence map of the object location is obtained by linear weighted superposition of f g and f p , as shown in the Eq. (11) .
h is the filter template group, which can be obtained through the online training of MOSCF. Each filter template learns the projection results of the global appearance feature φ z in the corresponding feature subspace. The confidence score based on the global appearance of the object can be expressed as the Eq. (12) .
When object deformation or partial occlusion occurs, the partial region in the global appearance will be ''damaged'' or ''contaminated'', which can cause the degradation of the discriminant ability of the correlation filter. Thus the method based on key point matching is used to measure the similarity of the object local region in the local appearance model. Here ORB algorithm is used to detect and describe all the key points in the current frame, and obtain the key point set, as shown in Eq. (13) . (13) In order to get the feature point description in the object region, each key point (p t i , v t i ) in K t is matched with the key point feature library
by KNN. The best matching is found by hamming distance between the binary feature vectors of ORB. Thus we can define a statistical method as matching score. This statistical method can compare whether the corresponding bit of the binary sequences is the same, the calculation method as shown in Eq. (14) .
Where ⊕ represents ''XNOR'' operation, D represents the normalization factor, that is, the dimension of the feature vector v. The smaller the difference between the corresponding binary bits of two feature vectors is, i.e., the closer the Hamming distance is, the higher the matching degree is. In order to remove the inaccurate matching relations, the following matching and screening conditions are given in this paper.
1) The first three matching pairs with the highest score for each p t i are used, i.e. K = 3 in the KNN; 2) If the key point in the background region is matched with p t i , we consider that p t i is not the key point of the object, such as, the matching relation of the corresponding yellow and green lines in Fig. 5; 3) If d i is less than the threshold τ d , it is considered that the matching fails; 4) If the ratio of the maximum matching score to the average of the other two matching scores is smaller than the threshold τ r for each p t i , then it is considered that this matching is also unreliable and exclude it. The feature vectors of many key points in the image with rich details are usually very close. Thus the similarity matching only based on the feature vectors is prone to errors. After the matching process, each p t i may have multiple corresponding feature points of the successful matching. So some matching points are undesirable. The unstable corners may disappear, this situation is not considered for the time being, the feature points between two images exist geometric relations of one-to-one correspondence theoretically, i.e. the projection from plane to another plane should have plane homography. In this paper, we can obtain the inliers and outliers after the initial feature points of the successful matching is evaluated by RANSAC [20] . The former is the feature points corresponding to the pink line in Fig.5 , and the latter is the noise points that needs to be eliminated. All the inliers are combined to obtain the feature point set that represents the best confidence candidate region, as shown in Eq. (15) . (15) Where N T represents the number of inlier, v t i and d t i represent the binary feature vector and corresponding matching score of each key point p t i in the current frame respectively. Every matching score reflects the similarity between the local image block represented by this feature point and the corresponding region in the object appearance. The matching degree corresponding to each inlier can independently predict the displacement vector of the object. Coordinate position of the object can be estimated by the superposition of the confidence scores of all the inliers in the point set T t . The matching degree corresponding to each inlier represents its VOLUME 5, 2017 weight contribution. The confidence score of the object local appearance model is defined as the Eq. (16) .
In the Eq. (16) i . The displacement of each feature point reflects the displacement of the object in a certain extent. The object prediction position score of each feature point in the confidence map is smoothed by using the Gauss function, which can make each feature point generate the contribution to the other feature points around it. So the more intensive the region of location prediction is, the higher the corresponding confidence is also. Now based on the combination of the global and local appearance models, the center location can be determined by the final output confidence map. The peak position of this confidence map is the best candidate location of the object in the current frame. 
E. GEOMETRIC STATE ESTIMATION BASED ON STRUCTURAL CONSISTENCY CONSTRAINT
In order to estimate the size and rotation angle of the object, structured consistency constraint based on similar triangles is proposed in this paper. As shown in Fig. 6 , assuming that point p 1 (x 1 , y 1 ), p 2 (x 2 , y 2 ) and p 3 (x 3 , y 3 ) are any three key points of the object region in the (t − 1)-th frame, they correspond to p 1 (x 1 , y 1 ), p 2 (x 2 , y 2 ) and p 3 (x 3 , y 3 ) in the t-th frame, respectively. Ideally, p 1 p 2 p 3 and p 1 p 2 p 3 are a pair of similar triangles. Every three candidate key points in T t can construct a triangle, thus we can obtain C 3 N T triangles. min 3N T , C 3 N T triangles are selected randomly to constitute the set R t . Similarly, the corresponding triangle set R t−1 is also constituted by using the key points matched in key point feature library M t−1 , and then the similarity of each group of the corresponding triangles in R t , R t−1 is evaluated by Eq. (17) .
Where avg represents the average, µ represents the average similarity ratio of the triangle. The objects of two adjacent frames may rotate, zoom, even deform, thus a certain degree of matching error is allowed. The similarity threshold τ l is set appropriately to make the matching process possess certain fault tolerant ability. When µ ≥ τ l , it is determined that the triangle satisfies the constraint condition, otherwise it does not satisfy the constraint condition. Each p i may be the vertices of many triangles in R t at the same time, and then the number of these triangles that satisfy the constraint condition is counted. If this number is more than half, this key point is geometrically stable. And the feature point set J t for the object geometric parameter evaluation can be obtained, the number of feature points is N J .
According to the relation of similar triangles in the structural consistency constraint, J t and multi-group triangles constructed by the corresponding key points of matching are used to evaluate the geometric state of the object. Taking the (t − 1)-th frame as the reference datum, the median value of the rotation angles of all the triangles in the t-th frame is used as the rotation angle ϕ t of the object in the current frame. The median value of the similitude ratios of all the triangles in the t-th frame is used as the scale factor r t of the object in the current frame, the specific calculation method is showed in Eq. (18) .
Where med represents the median value. As shown in Fig. 6 , θ and θ are the angles between the corresponding same edges in a pair of similar triangles and the horizontal axis of the coordinate system, respectively.
F. OCCLUSION HANDLING
In the above tracking framework, MOSCF can learn the latest global features of the object through the update in each frame. When the object is occluded or the corresponding bounding box contains more background information, no matter what the learning rate is, the error information may reduce the discrimination performance of correlation filter. When the error is accumulated to a certain extent, the tracking of the correlation filtering based on global appearance feature will drift or even fail. Thus this paper defines the following occlusion judgment criterion.
Where max i (·) represents the i-th maximum in the response map. Eq. (19) is used to judge and analyze the fluctuation degree of the Gauss peak of the correlation filter output. area(·) represents the area of the convex hull of the point set. This convex hull area can reflect that the foreground key points of match failure are aggregated or dispersed. When Eq. (19) and Eq. (20) two conditions are simultaneously satisfied, it is considered that the occlusion or other challenge factors occur during the object tracking. It will result in unreliable tracking results. This problem can be solved by using the local appearance model based on the key points.
Inspired by the CMT [21] approach, this paper uses a voting method of feature points to estimate the location of occluded object. The known center point l t−1 of the object in the (t − 1)-th frame and every two key points in J t−1 can construct a triangle, and assuming that M triangles can be obtained. These triangles are affine transformed according to scale factors, and the corresponding M triangles can be obtained in the t-th frames. Because the affine transformation parameter uses the median value to describe it, the object center location predicted by each triangle may have error. The smaller sum of all the errors is, the more centralized the corresponding M prediction positions are. Ideally, these M prediction positions are the same. Thus the point set
with M candidate center locations is obtained by M triangles. The mean of all the candidate locations in L t is calculated, and this mean is used as the best confidence location of the object center, as shown in Eq. (21).
The basic process of occlusion handling mechanism is shown in Fig. 7 . In the 286-th frame of Lemming sequence, the object is not disturbed, the inliers are distributed in the different location of the object appearance. They can determine the center location of the object by voting. When the object is partially occluded in the 328-th frame, the inliers are mainly located in the object region that is not occluded, and they can still vote to select the center location of the object. When the object is almost completely occluded in the 340-th frame, the object has disappeared in the field of vision, both the global appearance model and the local appearance model fail. If the filter is updated by using the training samples collected in the prediction location of the red dashed box at this time, it is bound to learn the error information. This error will be accumulated quickly and cannot be reversed. When the object moves out from the occlusion in the 376-th frame, the correlation filter will not be able to detect correct object. At this point, it considers that the object location corresponds to the blue box is the best confidence location according to the filtering results. Because ORB operator which can detect the feature points on the whole frame image is used in the local appearance of the object, when the object reappears, the feature points of object region will be detected. The inliers are obtained through RANSAC evaluation, and then the center location of the object is estimated through the voting method in Eq. (21).
G. MODEL UPDATING AND ONLINE LEARNING
In the conventional tracking framework, if the radical update is performed on the appearance model of the object or the classifier, it is very easy to cause the error accumulation. If the slow learning rate is set, and it is very difficult to make the tracker keep pace with the change of the object appearance. Unlike the correlation filters used in DSST [12] and KCF [13] , a fixed update rate is adopted. An adaptive learning strategy is designed according to the estimation result of the object state in this paper.
An optimal filter can be obtained by minimizing the output error over all training samples. The proposed MOSCF has robust feature channels of optimal selection. When the object deformation or occlusion occurs in the tracking process, the robust feature channels of optimal selection may change, that is, the feature templates of the different channels may be used to filtering in the different frames. Thus the filters of all the channels need perform synchronous maintenance. If a feature channel is selected by MOSCF, it is considered that the feature of this channel is relatively more important. And then the higher learning rate should be set, otherwise, a small learning rate is set. The update method of each feature channel is shown as Eq. (22) .
Where η 1 and η 2 are the learning speed, which can be set according to the practical application scene or experiment results. However, the fixed learning parameters are not universal for different tracking scenarios. This paper uses a method of adaptive learning rate to reduce the impact of error-prone feature information on the correlation filter. The learning rate can be determined automatically by the output response of each filter channel, as shown in Eq. (23) .
Where the superscript c represents the c-th channel of MOSCF, and η c is limited within (0, 1) by the normalization. Then the relative update weight of each channel can be obtained. Each filter template is updated according to the normalized dynamic learning rate, it can avoid irreversible over learning or under learning state caused by sudden change of the object appearance in part of feature channels. It is important to note that when the occlusion is determined in the tracking process, the output of the correlation filter is not credible at this point. When Eq. (19) and Eq. (20) are not satisfied, it is considered that the occlusion is removed. The latest appearance of the object are used to reinitialize the correlation filter at this time, and restore the correct tracking.
III. EXPERIMENTS
Our tracker is implemented in MATLAB on a PC with Intel Xeon E5640 CPU (2.67 GHz). The performance of proposed tracking algorithm is tested on the OTB-100 [15] in this paper. The video sequences in the benchmark are collected from many real scenes. They include various interference factors, such as, occlusion, illumination variation, motion blur, background clutters, rotation and scale variation and so on. In order to verify the validity of our method, we compare our tracker with ten representative outstanding trackers, which include KCF [13] , MEEM [8] , TLD [22] , Struck [23] , DSST [12] , ASLA [1] , FCT [24] , STC [25] , SCM [2] and CCT [7] . The same initial position and size in the video sequence are used in all the testing algorithms to ensure the fairness.
The One Pass Evaluation (OPE) [15] way is used to compare and analyze the results of the algorithms. The success rate and precision are the two main performance indexes. The success rate is the proportion of the frames of tracking success in one test to total frames of the video sequence. The tracking success is evaluated by the overlap rate, which is defined by calculating the overlap area between the bounding box of tracking result and ground truth. In the evaluation of tracking precision, Center Location Error (CLE) is an index that is widely used. The CLE refers to the distance between the center location of the tracking result in the current frame and the center location of the corresponding ground truth. The average center location error on all the frames of a test sequence can be used to generalize the overall performance of the tracking algorithm over this sequence. The precision is the percentage of the frames of CLE being less than threshold to total frames of the video sequence. Usually, this threshold is set to 20. The average CLE is used as the representative score of every tracker for the quantitative evaluation of the tracker accuracy. The detailed introduction of the above performance indexes can be found in [15] . In addition, the operating efficiency of the algorithm is also one of the most important performance indicator. The average frames of processing per second over the sequence (i.e. the frame rate, it is usually named Frames Per Second, FPS) is used to measure the operating efficiency of the algorithm in this paper.
The key parameters in the experiment are set as follows: the size of cell in the PCA-HOG feature is set to 4 × 4. The direction bin in the gradient direction histogram is set to 9. The matching between the ORB key points adopts the Brute Force-Hamming way. In addition, the bandwidth σ of the Gauss kernel used in the correlation filter is set to 0.2. The candidate rectangle region z is set to 1.5 times of the object size. For the DBSCAN clustering, the density range radius r eps is 10, and the minimum point number p min is 3. In the key point matching and structured consistency constraint, each threshold is set to τ d = 0.75, τ r = 1.2, τ l = 0.65, respectively.
A. OVERALL PERFORMANCE
We can get the success rate and precision of OPE on the OTB-100 by visualizing the experiment data, as shown in Fig. 8 . In the success rate of Fig. 8 (a) , the greater the area under the curve is, the higher the success rate of the algorithm under the overlap threshold is. The curves corresponding to our method, CCT and MEEM occupy the top three in all the curves. This reflects that they have obvious performance advantage. In the precision of Fig. 8 (b) , the precisions of all the algorithms are sorted only by using the values corresponding to the intersection points of the curves and the grey dashed line (threshold is 20). At this point, our method and MEEM have almost the same precision. But when the threshold becomes larger, MEEM shows better tracking accuracy. It reflects that MEEM has the more outstanding performance under the less rigorous tracking accuracy requirements. Conversely, when the smaller threshold is used, the precision of MEEM is less than our method, even below CCT and DSST. In general, our method, MEEM, CCT, DSST and KCF can achieve relatively good tracking success and precision. Because many excellent algorithm ideas are fused in our method, and it combines with the global appearance and the local appearance information to detect the object and track it. The adaptive learning strategy is also used to maintain the update of the filter templates. Thus our method can achieve the robust tracking in most of the test sequences of OTB-100.
B. QUALITATIVE EVALUATION
We compare our tracker with other ten trackers on all the OTB-100 video sequences. Furthermore, in order to demonstrate the performance of our method, this paper selects some representative frames from the various typical test sequences for a comparative analysis, as shown in Fig. 9 . There are 18 groups of test sequences, which include seven major challenging factors, such as, Illumination Variation, Scale Variation, Occlusion, Motion Blur, Rotation, Background Clutters and Deformation.
1) ILLUMINATION VARIATION
Because Harr texture feature and gray feature are used by the FCT and STC respectively, when the car in the Car4 sequence suddenly enters the shadow area, the tracking fails. Some other algorithms appear the drift, but the used features have better discrimination ability, they quickly adapt to the illumination change. Thus the robust feature is helpful to improve the algorithm performance. In addition to our method, the most trackers fail in the Human7 sequence, the possible reason is that the size of object is too small, the feature information is not rich enough. It is difficult to separate the object and the surrounding background in uneven illumination.
2) SCALE VARIATION
The object scale is evaluated by collecting the candidate samples at various scales in MEEM, CCT, TLD, etc. The scale corresponding to the sample with the highest matching degree is considered as the current scale of the object. In order to avoid introducing a large amount of computation, DSST proposes a scale estimation method based on 1D correlation filter. Our method uses the average of Euclidean distances of the key point pairs to compute the scale factor. The experiment results in the Dog1 and Walking2 sequences show that this method has good scale evaluation ability.
3) OCCLUSION
In the Suv sequence, when the object is suddenly covered with a large area in the TLD, Struck and MEEM, the object is lost immediately. SCM and correlation filter based methods can better resist this occlusion. The Jogging-1 and Lemming sequences have the same characteristics, that is, after the object is completely occluded in a short period, it will reappear in the field of vision. Experiment results show that our method, MEEM and CCT have better ability to recapture the objects. Our method achieves the recapture of the object by the ORB key point matching.
4) MOTION BLUR
Motion blur will make the object appearance lose a large amount of detail information. Most of the algorithms have a certain ability to resist the slight shaking of the object. But if the serious blur occurs and it lasts for a long time, the object appearance information can be not learned by the tracker accurately. This will leads to the tracking drift. In the BlurCar4 and Jumping sequences, when the violent shaking occurs, the object is lost in the later stage of tracking in KCF and DSST methods. The main reason is that the fixed size of correlation filter limits its search range. The CCT and Struck use the method of tracking-by-detection, its advantage is that the sampling area with any size can be set. But when the scope of the search is expanded, the number of candidate samples is increased accordingly. The amount of computation is also increased. Our method and MEEM show strong robustness in the whole tracking process.
5) ROTATION
Local feature and histogram feature usually have better advantages for the rotating object, thus our method and CCT show excellent tracking performance. FaceOcc2 sequence shows the in-plane rotation process of the object, and it is also accompanied by a large occlusion. Because the moving speed is not very fast, most algorithms can cope with it well. The rapid change of object gesture makes the observation perspective be in the dynamic switch all the time in the Tiger2 sequence. Thus the tracking failure or drift occurs in the most trackers. Our method can automatically select effective feature channels in the tracking process. More crucial is that structured consistency constraint based on the similar triangles is used in this paper. So the long time robust tracking can be maintained.
6) BACKGROUND CLUTTERS
In the Soccer sequence, the background environment of the object is very complex, and the angle of the camera has been changing all the time. Struck and ASLA algorithms lose the object in the early stage of tracking. MEEM and CCT also generate a serious drift in the later stage of tracking. In view of the insensitivity of PCA-HOG to color change and the good learning ability of correlation filtering, only our method, DSST and KCF can keep effective tracking in the Skating1 sequence.
7) DEFORMATION
The non-rigid object in motion is prone to deformation, especially the human body may have a variety of limb movements, which can result in the greater geometric distortion of the object appearance. Although the overall gesture and geometric structure of the object vary greatly, the local region is still relatively stable. Our method uses the key point feature, which is a local feature. It can deal with non-rigid deformation well. Thus our method achieves the better tracking accuracy in the Basketball, Bolt and Gym sequences. Fig.10 shows several typical video sequences of object rotating in the OTB-100. When the object region between two adjacent frames is continuously changing, each key point that is matched successfully in this region can provide an evaluation reference value. A significant advantage of the geometric FIGURE 10. Typical video sequences of object rotating, the red box represents the actual evaluation result of our method on the rotation angle, and the green dotted box represents the corresponding normal rectangle with no rotation angle.
C. ROTATION ANGLE EVALUATION
pose estimation based on the local feature is that the influence from the occlusion is relatively small. For example, the face shows the rotation process, and it is also accompanied by occlusion in the FaceOcc2 sequence. The scale and rotation angle of the object can still be evaluated more accurately. This is because that all the feature information in the occlusion region is not involved in the evaluation. The pose evaluation results of the proposed method in this paper show that the more the key points of the effective matching are, the smaller the bias of the statistical data is, the more accurate the pose evaluation is. Of particular note is that the ground truth in the OTB-100 and the tracking results of other comparison algorithms are all normal rectangles. In order to maintain the consistency and facilitate the result comparison, the results of our method are modified, as shown in Fig. 10 . The actual result bounding box (red solid line) is adjusted to the corresponding normal rectangle (green dotted line).
D. QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION
In order to analyze more detailed performance of algorithms, Fig. 11 shows the frame-by-frame CLE comparison of all the test trackers in the typical video sequences of the OTB-100, the abscissa is the frame number, the ordinate is CLE. By the contrast, our method shows the high tracking precision in the Basketball, Walking2 and Bolt sequences, while MEEM, CCT and other representative algorithms fail to achieve the stable tracking in these test sequences. The results in Fig. 11 further prove the correctness of the analysis in Fig. 9 . Generally, our method can achieve relatively better results than other representative algorithms on the most test sequences. It also shows better robustness for illumination variation, scale variation, occlusion, motion blur and other challenges.
E. OPERATION EFFICIENCY
Frame rate is an important performance index to evaluate the operation efficiency of the algorithm. It is meaningful to compare under the same experiment conditions. The average FPS of all the test trackers on the Basketball sequence is calculated for the sort and comparison of frame rates in this paper, the results are shown in Fig. 12 . The image size in the Basketball sequence is 576 × 432, the object size is approximately 34 × 81. From Fig. 12 , we can see that KCF shows remarkable computational efficiency. This is because that 1) HOG feature is extracted by using the cell grid with 4 × 4, which can reduce the number of feature vectors in unit area; 2) In KCF, the kernel correlation of PCA-HOG feature with multiple channels is calculated, and then they are superimposed directly into single channel data;
3) KCF does not evaluate the scale change of object. Although multi-channel correlation filters are also adopted in DSST, the samples with the different size are collected to evaluate the scale change. Thus the computation workload is relatively large. SCM is the slowest algorithm in all the test algorithms. The fundamental reason is that it uses sparse discriminative classifier (SDC) and sparse generative model (SGM) two models based on sparse representation. Both SDC and SGM have higher computational complexity. Our method also uses the combination of two models, but when the scale is evaluated, it do not need to collect the additional samples. Relative displacement relation of the key point coordinates is used to directly evaluate the scale change of the object. So our method achieves a balance between performance and efficiency.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a novel and effective tracking algorithm based on MOSCF and key point matching. Two appearance models are integrated by the method of confidence degree fusion to get more accurate estimation location. Aiming at occlusion and other challenging factors in the tracking, a method based on key point voting is proposed to estimate the center location of the object. At the same time, structured consistency constraint is used to calculate the scale factor and rotation angle of the object in this paper. Finally, an adaptive learning strategy is implemented to update the model online, which can keep tracker perform the proper learning on the latest appearance of the object. Thus it can maintain stable tracking for a long time. From the qualitative and quantitative experiments, we can see that the proposed method is superior to many popular trackers. Our method is a robust and effective tracking algorithm.
